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$24.95 USD **[Hidden Gems]** [CTFE] The hidden
gems – the collection of lower priced items that would

not be able to exist without the SCUM Kickstarter.
These are all paid items, and so they are only available

to backers in the Kickstarter – so you are getting it
free. $1.00 USD **[Freebies]** [CTFE] More free
stuff. Freebies are things given away for free. All of

these items are for people who were unable to back the
Kickstarter – but would have loved to have helped.

There are some awesome games in this section – from
science fiction to puzzle games, all at a fraction of the
cost. $0.00 USD SCUM **Kickstarter** - ( Q: Is this
a typo in the top comment by @VictorStafusa? The

comment by @VictorStafusa Hey @emily, it's a typo,
not a programming error. If a UX designer had access
to the code (i.e. wrote the dialog boxes etc.) that would
have been handled. appears to be a typo as pointed out
by @emily Nope, it's not a typo. I just added code to

my app a month ago and this exact problem showed up
right away. A design and Ux team would have caught
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this (if they'd had access to code). @emily: Are you
sure you didn't just miss-type the question mark?

Update: I've edited my comment to remove the typo in
my first comment. A: I don't think so; I think this is a
case of a message coming through that was "fuzzy" or

incorrect. This type of message has been an issue in the
past; I remember it happening with at least one other

person on SO. More specifically, I think what's
happening is a message is being interpreted to mean

something that is not exactly what it says, and
therefore a "typo" or "mistake" is being attributed to a
person. This is one explanation as to why a "question

mark" is seen instead of a "single quote". I don't know
why the message would be fuzzy or faulty,
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scum support pack [] ----- Fuad Azer
is an Egyptian artist, a realistic
painter. His painting style is very
realistic. Many artists, like him, are
talented in the field of drawing and
painting. Their pictures are beautiful
and realistic. This image shows the
realistic type of people. [scum] Fuad
Azer's style is very realistic. His
pictures are very beautiful and real.
This image shows a realistic type of
people. Picture 1 Nigerian artist
Picture 2 Picture 3 fffad4f19a
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